
Should I Work With a Forensic Accountant in a
Divorce?

Hiring an Outside Expert
When you are getting divorced, it is vital to ensure you have all of your bases covered. This
means hiring the best professionals to help with your case. One such professional is a forensic
accountant. So should you work with a forensic accountant in a divorce? Keep reading to find
out!

What Does a Forensic Accountant Do for Divorce?
Forensic accountants specialize in investigating financial crimes and are often hired to work on
divorce cases. If you are considering hiring a forensic accountant for your divorce, here is what
you need to know about their role and how they can help you.

When it comes to divorce, forensic accountants can be brought in to help investigate many
different issues. For example, they may be asked to look into hidden assets one spouse may be
trying to keep from the other. They may also be asked to examine financial records to determine
whether one spouse has been engaging in financial infidelity, such as hiding money or spending
lavishly on personal credit cards. In some cases, forensic accountants may even be asked to
testify in court about their findings.

https://www.sullivan-law.com/family-law/divorce/


Generally speaking, forensic accountants are hired by one spouse during divorce proceedings
to help level the playing field. Their role is to investigate and gather evidence that can be used
to support their client's case. This evidence is essential in helping a spouse obtain a fair
settlement in many cases.

If you are considering hiring a forensic accountant for your divorce, discuss your specific needs
and objectives with them upfront. This will help ensure they can provide the services you need
and that their findings can be used to support your case effectively.

Ask Questions of an Attorney
If you need guidance on how to move forward in your divorce, whether related to finances or
otherwise, be sure to turn to the team at Sullivan Law & Associates. We always do what's right
for our clients and work to ensure we are setting them up for future success.

Learn more about how we can help or schedule a consultation by calling (949) 565-2793
or visiting our website.
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